How a quadriplegic student survived and thrived at Duke Law — and profoundly affected his community along the way

by Melinda Myers Vaughn
DANIEL LESLIE got a standing ovation from many of his classmates when he crossed the stage in Cameron Indoor Stadium to receive his Duke Law hood on May 14.

He received similar applause when he was presented with the Justin Miller Award for citizenship at a graduation gala two nights earlier — recognized by his classmates as one who “celebrates Duke, participates in the Duke community, and exudes a spirit of optimism.”

“I think I speak for everyone in our class when I say that [Daniel] has taught us about life,” said Kristen Wolff ’11, who presented him with the award. “He has taught us to never be too proud to ask for help. He has taught us that asking for help is courageous. He has reminded us that there are things in life that are so much more important than grades and project deadlines. He reminds us to savor life’s blessings.”

For Leslie, graduation was a reminder of life’s possibilities and a momentous marker on a journey that began on a June 2004 evening, when he broke his neck with a dive into the shallow end of a friend’s pool.

BEFORE THE ACCIDENT, Leslie was an accounting student at Brigham Young University. A native of Evergreen, Colo., he envisioned a life of international work and travel. He had launched his own business developing wireless Internet infrastructure and looked forward to a career as an entrepreneur.

In the immediate aftermath of his accident, Leslie held onto those plans. Though he could not feel his body below his shoulders, he maintained a calm conviction that he would resume his “real life” soon. But after weeks of surgeries, tubes, pain relievers, and complications including pneumonia, blood clots, and partial blindness, Leslie’s doctor made him face his new reality: He would not walk again. He was a quadriplegic.

“I knew this was somehow in God’s plan for me, and that I would be able to accomplish the things I need to accomplish in life,” Leslie recalls. “That hasn’t really wavered. But there have been times when I wanted to give up, when it seemed to be more than I could do. I really relied on my family, my friends, and my faith.

“And who doesn’t do that? When life is hard, it’s your family and faith in God that keep you going.”

As Leslie recovered, he had to relearn to eat, to breathe, to speak. He could not move his body below his neck, so he learned to operate a motorized wheelchair by blowing into a tube. He took each day, each challenge at a time.

He resolved to return to school at BYU. That meant learning to use his computer again — without his hands.

“I had two methods of interacting with the computer,” he wrote in his application essay for law school. “First, I dictated commands using voice recognition software, which quickly turned into yelling commands and then giving the computer the silent treatment and hoping it could guess what I wanted. Second, I used an 18-inch stick clasped in my mouth to punch out my instructions key-by-key. After seven months, I was proficient with both methods — but I preferred the stick.”

One year after his accident, he returned to BYU. At first his sister took notes for him in classes.
He gradually found ways to live and work more independently. As he adapted and excelled, his goals expanded.

He volunteered with the local low-income taxpayer program, assisting individuals, families, and small business owners in completing their taxes. He was one of the top three filers of his group, managed a team of 10 volunteers, and received a scholarship in recognition for his service.

Leslie completed his bachelor’s degree in accounting and was accepted into BYU’s graduate program, also in accounting. His interest in international travel and business — sparked by his two-year Mormon mission to Russia prior to his accident — was reinvigorated by his study of international markets, securities, and finance.

He focused on his next goal: law school.

Leslie picked Duke because of its reputation, because he received financial aid, and because he wanted to study with Professor James Cox, whose expertise in business law and securities regulation fit perfectly with Leslie’s interests.

Leslie was intrigued by Duke’s unique JD/LLM program, which allows students to complete a juris doctor and a master’s in international and comparative law in three years by starting school in the summer and completing additional coursework. Leslie arrived in May 2008 to begin his law school career, along with about 45 other 1Ls pursuing dual degrees.

“Being a summer starter gave me a huge advantage,” he says. “I think I would have gotten a little lost if I started in the fall with the rest of the class. I met a University of Utah graduate, Ryan Spiers, on my very first day, and he became one of my best friends. The summer starters become close friends, and that helped me.”

And Leslie needed help. In Utah, he had lived in his own apartment with care from home health aides. He assumed he would do the same in North Carolina, but he had difficulty finding the necessary assistance. When it became apparent that he could not live on his own as he had in Utah, his mother, Lauri, decided to stay in Durham, leaving her husband behind in Colorado.

“My mom deserves so much credit. None of this would have been possible without her help,” Leslie says of his mom, who missed milestones in her three daughters’ lives, including the birth of a grandchild, while caring for her son. “I wouldn’t have even tried without her.”

His mother, for her part, didn’t think twice about her decision to stay in Durham. “Daniel earned the right to come to law school — he earned it,” she says. “We felt like he deserved the opportunity for success. I quit working after he broke his neck; we knew his needs would be so great, and my husband and I decided that I would be the one to be there for him. In some ways, it’s been harder for my husband. I get to see what’s going on; I get to be part of what Daniel is doing.”

Leslie also had to rely on his classmates for help with moment-to-moment needs at school — eating, setting up his laptop, and arranging his backpack on his motorized wheelchair. Administrators learned to anticipate his needs, ordering books in alternative formats and investigating options for voice-recognition software. Members of his church helped him and his mother settle into their apartments and Durham.

“Dan was the first person I met in law school,” says classmate Spiers, who frequently drove Leslie to school. “It was sort of a novelty to see someone typing with a stick in his mouth. But it didn’t take long before I stopped noticing the chair altogether.”

“...[Daniel] has taught us about life. He has taught us to never be too proud to ask for help. He has taught us that asking for help is courageous. He has reminded us that there are things in life that are so much more important than grades and project deadlines. He reminds us to savor life’s blessings.”

— Kristen Wolff ’11
Leslie Readily Admits that Law School Challenged Him in Ways He Didn’t Anticipate — and Not Just Physically. The First Year Was a “huge Learning Curve,” He Says. “My Grades Were Terrible.”

He Had No Idea How to Outline a Case. He “Never Liked Writing” and, as an Accounting Student, Rarely Had to Write. After His First-Year Writing Professor, Diane Dimond, Told Him It Was Critical to Success in the Law — and That He Barely Would Pass His First Semester of Legal Writing — He Made a Point of Taking a Writing Class Each Semester for the Rest of His Time at Duke.


He Received His Lowest Grade Ever, a 2.7, in Professor Doriane Coleman’s Notoriously Tough Torts Class.

Leslie Was Stunned by the Grade. He Had Enjoyed the Class and Felt Certain He Knew the Material. So He Met with Coleman to Seek Feedback on His Exam. She Reread It with Him and Told Him the Problem Was Not So Much That His Answers Were Wrong, But That They Were Inadequate. He Hadn’t Discussed the Relevant Cases or Cited Applicable Rules. “What Are Your Notes Like?” Coleman Asked.

Leslie Can’t Take Notes.

“When I Told Her I Didn’t Take Notes, She Said, ‘That’s Ridiculous. You Have to Have Notes.’ And She Was Right. I Had Been Paying Attention in Class, Reading the Cases. I Could Tell You Who Did What, That This Person Crashed His Buggy into This Person. I Remembered the Facts, But Not the Law. And the Law Is What I Needed to Know. I Needed Notes.”

Leslie Changed His Approach. He Asked Someone in Each Class to Take Notes for Him. He Listened Differently. His Grades Improved. And He Started to Have Fun.

Even as He Surmounted Challenge After Challenge in the Classroom, He Learned to Take Advantage of the Many Benefits of Attending Duke University. Chief Among Them: Basketball Games. “I Was Not a Basketball Fan When I Came to Duke, But It’s Impossible to Be Here and Not Become One,” Says Leslie, Who Came Up a Winner in the Graduate-Student Basketball Ticket Lottery in Each of His Three Years at Duke.

“When They Built Cameron [Indoor Stadium], They Obviously Didn’t Think Much About People in Wheelchairs Coming to Games. This Was a Great Thing. There Was No Place for Me to Sit Except on the Floor, Courtside. I’ve Been to the Dean Dome [at UNC] Two Times, and It’s Terrible! I Had to Sit Halfway up the Stadium. I Couldn’t See Anything. In Cameron, One of the Players Once Fell into Me Diving for a Ball. It Was Great!”

Leslie Also Got Involved in a Variety of Law School Programs. He Served as Vice President of the J. Reuben Clark Society (the Mormon Law Student Organization), Prepared Tax Returns with the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program, and, Through the Business Law Society, Helped Organize ESQ, the Law School’s Annual Business Law Symposium.

“One of My Favorite Memories from My 1L Year Is Going to the Duke Lemur Center with Dan and Some Other Friends,” Says Classmate and Fellow Summer Starter Elizabeth Hall ’11. “I Ordinarily Would Not Have Taken Time Away from Studying to Do This, But Dan Helped Organize the Trip and Convinced Me to Go. It Turned Out to Be a Really Good Day and Was Definitely Worth the Study Break. Dan Really Likes to Try New Things, and His Enthusiasm Is Contagious.”

You Just Can’t Help but Be Impressed by Him. He’s Not Just Talented; He’s Gifted. He’s Knowledgeable and Resourceful. It Somehow Happens That You Don’t Think of Him as Disabled. He’s Just a Guy Who Comes Around in a Chair.”

— Professor James Cox

Negotiating a Trip in a Wheelchair to Duke’s Lemur Center Is One Thing; a Trip Abroad Is Quite Another. The Prospect of Studying at One of Duke’s Summer Institutes in Either Hong Kong or Geneva — a Requirement for All Students in Duke’s JD/LLM Program — Was Highly Unsettling for Leslie.

“I Was Really Afraid of the Idea of Going from One Location to Another,” He Says. “I Had Only Been on One Plane Since My Accident, for a Short Flight from Salt Lake to Los Angeles. An International Trip Was a Whole Different Thing — I Didn’t Know How I Would Handle My Health Care. I Didn’t Know if Public Transportation Would Be Accessible.”

He Decided to Go to Geneva. He Researched Transportation Options and Connected Online with People in Wheelchairs Who Lived There. Law School Administrators Gathered Information about Wheelchair Access in Classrooms and Housing. He Also Found Catastrophic Insurance That Would Cover Anything Unrelated to His “Pre-Existing Condition.” His Mother Agreed to Go as Well. “I Couldn’t Have Done It Without Her,” Leslie Says.

And When He Got to Geneva, He Asked for Help — and He Found It. “The International Students Were Angels,” Says Spiers, Who Also Attended the Geneva Institute. “They Carried Him into the Buses, Carried Him to the Top Deck of the Cruise Boat. Because He Had to Take his Manual Chair Instead of His Powered Chair, All the Students Pitched In to Help Him. Every 30 or 40 Minutes in Class, We Knew We Needed to Lean His Chair Back to Shift His Weight. Someone Would Just Jump up and Do It.”

Leslie Excelled in His Courses in Geneva, Too, Which Was a Welcome Boost After a Trying First Year. “It Gave Me the Confidence That I Could Perform at a Very High Level Despite Not Being Able to Get Around As
easily,” he says. “I realized I really could do anything — I just might need to ask for help.”

During his second year, Leslie hit his academic stride. He took several business law and finance courses and relished his immersion in a subject that excited him.

“Dan is a remarkable student,” says Professor Cox, for whom Leslie served as research assistant on a project examining shareholder lawsuits filed under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act. “The acuity with which he can penetrate dense material is amazing. He brought real maturity and insightfulness to our classes, and he received the highest grade — by a wide margin — in Corporate Finance. When he worked for me, he created a program to extract data, organize it, and format it in a way that saved us a tremendous amount of time and effort. He did this completely on his own initiative. His work was tremendous. He worked mostly [at a distance] with one of the economists working with me on the study, and she had no idea of his disability.”

For his 2L summer, Leslie secured an internship at the Securities and Exchange Commission in Washington, D.C. He worked in the Division of Corporate Finance, reviewing corporate disclosure statements to ensure accuracy and compliance with disclosure and accounting requirements for publicly traded companies. He loved the work, and he made an impression on his colleagues.

“He received rave reviews from his colleagues at the SEC,” Cox says. “You just can’t help but be impressed by him. He’s not just talented; he’s gifted. He’s knowledgeable and resourceful. It somehow happens that you don’t think of him as disabled. He’s just a guy who comes around in a chair. Everything else about him is not just normal — it’s extraordinary.”

MANY WHO CAME TO KNOW Leslie during his time at Duke Law say his lack of self-consciousness is among his most striking traits. His openness and ability to put people at ease are indications of his courage and determination to engage fully in his life, says Professor Coleman.

“I think he just decided very early on that he would embrace his life fully, and that to do that he has to allow himself to be dependent on others who could take care of him in the ways he can’t take care of himself,” Coleman says.

“For Daniel, everything from getting to school to getting to class to getting his lunch to going to the bathroom to putting on a jacket or taking off a jacket — everything takes a team,” she adds. “He embraces his team, and we embrace being his team. It happens seamlessly because he has decided to live his life, to become a lawyer, to engage. It is remarkable to watch. I’ve just been a teacher. Many others have been bigger parts of that team. Both he and the team have been extraordinary.”

Leslie, who plans a career in international business law and securities after he takes the California bar exam this summer, believes he has thrived at Duke in part because the community is small and collaborative.

“I wanted a place where I could get to know everybody by name,” he says. “When people don’t know me, I’m just a guy in a wheelchair. But when people get to know me, they see past my disability.

“And I always have to ask for help, so there was a practical reason for choosing a law school with a smaller student body,” he adds. “It’s easier to say, ‘Hey, Paul, could you get that door for me?’ than ‘Hey, you!’”

In much the same way that he pushed himself through recovery after his accident — step by step, challenge by challenge — Leslie pushed himself to succeed at Duke Law. He says he has done so both for himself and for “his team.”

“My whole family is supporting me,” he says. “I have the confidence of the people at this great Law School who brought me here, the alumni who made donations that supported my scholarship. So many people have invested in me — whether they gave me a ride to school, gave me their notes, or just opened a door for me.

“It’s like when you watch a movie: You want to see the hero beat the bad guy, or find the treasure, or get to the top of the mountain. I think that’s why we help each other. We like to see people overcome challenges and accomplish great things. People are rooting for me. And I don’t want to let them down.”
Lauri Leslie didn’t hesitate to put her life on hold to help her son go to law school. “Why become a parent if you’re going to quit when the job gets hard?” she says. “My job wasn’t finished.”

She has been a regular presence in the hallways at Duke, working on and off in temporary positions for various departments and getting to know her son’s classmates. She even became something of a surrogate grandmother to the young daughter of Ryan Spiers ’11 and his wife, who lived nearby.

“One thing most parents don’t get to know is how amazing the young people who attend this school are,” she says. “They are the most kind, most generous, brightest people you could ever hope to meet. I hear people make lawyer jokes and I think, ‘You just haven’t met the students at Duke Law School.’ I have been so impressed.”

Daniel, of course, has made an impression on his classmates. Many have noted that seeing him push past so many obstacles in order to succeed academically has helped to reshape their own attitudes about life and success.

“It’s sort of a joke among people with spinal cord injuries — everyone always says, ‘You are such an inspiration,’ and the comments almost seem trite,” Lauri says. “This is just our life — what choice do we have? But I do think that when you encounter someone who is different from you or has overcome challenges — if you take time to get to know them, you get to know more about yourself, too. You develop a new understanding of what truly is important.”